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This report presents an analysis of the vertical spatial structure of the near-bottom ambient noise field at a western Atlantic site, based on recorded data from a 24-element vertical line array. The properties of the noise field are discussed in terms of dominant sources and propagation mechanisms. Particular emphasis is placed on the effects of local and distant shipping on beam noise levels for a vertical array.
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1. BACKGROUND

This report describes measurements of vertical directionality of the low frequency ambient noise field near the ocean bottom at a North Atlantic site approximately 300 nmi east of Jacksonville, Florida. The site was near the outer ridge of the Blake Plateau at 4570 m depth. In addition to obtaining directionality measurements at this particular site, the objective of the experiment was to improve understanding of the environmental mechanisms which determine spatial properties of the noise field near the ocean bottom.

1.1 PREVIOUS WORK

Previous work involving spatial properties of the ambient noise field can be traced to Anderson,\textsuperscript{1} who was an early proponent of the need to study both temporal fluctuations and directionality properties. Anderson's early work involved the development of measurement techniques and arrays. In approximately the same time period, Stone\textsuperscript{2} provided an excellent discussion of measurement techniques and pitfalls associated with directionality measurements based on linear arrays. Both of these works remain relevant in light of current interest in spatial properties of ocean ambient noise fields.

Several early papers were concerned with spatial properties of noise at frequencies from 300 Hz up to several kilohertz. Measurements in the octave from 750 Hz to 1500 Hz with a 32-element volumetric array (based on Anderson's work) at depths of 300-600 m were reported by Becken,\textsuperscript{3} and by Rudnick and Squier.\textsuperscript{4} This work focused primarily on noise generated by the interaction of wind and waves at the sea surface, and identified a directionality function for the radiation of this noise source. Forster\textsuperscript{5} described similar measurements in the 800-5000 Hz band from a 21-element 5 m vertical line array at the ocean bottom at a depth of 4300 m.

Among the papers dealing with ship dominated noise at lower frequencies is the work of Axelrod et al.,\textsuperscript{6} who presented measurements from a bottomed vertical line array at a site near Bermuda. The array consisted of 40 elements in a geometrically tapered line with a total aperture of 91 m. Measurements included vertical directionality of the ambient noise field at frequencies of 100-1500 Hz. The measurements spanned a period of approximately eight months, and were edited to exclude strong nearby sources such as ships, whales, and SUS events. At 112 Hz, the measurements revealed a strong bias toward low angle arrival of noise energy, with a difference of 20 dB between vertical and horizontal arrival angles. The directionality was reversed at the higher frequencies where
the dominant arrival angles were near vertical, but the anisotropy was not as great, amounting to only 8 dB at 1414 Hz. Similar measurements were reported by Fox, based on essentially the same array. A comparison of these two papers reveals some interesting similarities and differences. Both papers reported similar levels for the low angle energy at 200 Hz. However, Fox's results indicate much higher levels at the steeper angles for a given sea state. For example, at SS5, Fox reported approximately 64 dB/μPa²/steradian-Hz, while Axelrod reported 54 dB at the same sea state. As a result, the directionality reported by Fox showed much less anisotropy than that reported by Axelrod.

In a more recent measurement, Anderson obtained data from a vertical array suspended at various depths below FLIP (floating instrumentation platform, a manned 350 ft spar buoy operated by The University of California, San Diego, Marine Physical Laboratory). The array spanned 532 m, included 20 elements, and was used to obtain measurements of vertical directionality at frequencies between 23 and 100 Hz. These results again showed a strong anisotropy with the noise dominated by low angle arrivals.

The generally accepted interpretation of the low frequency directionality observed in these experiments is that the noise from ships at "long" ranges is in effect filtered by the angular dependence of the bottom loss. Propagation to a near-bottom sensor involves a bottom interaction on each ray cycle for all rays except those which turn above the bottom. In areas where the bottom is well sedimented, rays which interact with the bottom at shallow grazing angles are not heavily attenuated by the bottom loss. However, at steeper grazing angles, the increased bottom loss and reduced ray cycle distance result in attenuation of the energy at those angles. The net result is an anisotropy favoring lower angles when the noise field is dominated by distant source conditions.

1.2 TAGEX 87 OBJECTIVES

The TAGEX 87 experiment was prompted by recent interest in the relationships between noise source distribution and the spatial properties of the near-bottom ambient noise field. The experiment was designed to obtain a high resolution measurement of the vertical structure of the near-bottom noise field in the deep ocean basin between Bermuda and the U.S. coast.

A major objective of the analysis reported here is to extend understanding of the noise environment through an analysis of the impact of shipping distributions on the characteristics of the noise field. The basic nature of the spatial and temporal properties of
the noise field depends on the number of sources which are significant contributors. Intuitively, one would expect that if the low frequency noise field is dominated by the superposition of contributions from a large number of ships distributed over a large ocean area, then it should be a relatively stable process. Aside from the effects of seasonal changes, large scale weather patterns, and the occasional ship passing within direct path range, fluctuations in level should be minor. On the other hand, if the low frequency noise field is dominated by a relatively small number of ships within 50-100 miles of the array, then we may expect the noise process to be less stable. The TAGEX 87 data set offers an opportunity to examine these hypotheses as they relate to noise in various vertical angular sectors.

In the following sections, we will examine the characteristics of the ocean environment in the exercise area, and then present an analysis of measurements made with a 230 m vertical line array.
2. **TAGEX 87 DATA SET AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES**

2.1 **SITE CHARACTERISTICS**

The TAGEX 87 experiment was conducted in the western Atlantic at approximately 29°N, 74°W, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The site is about 300 nmi from the East Coast, 150 nmi from the edge of the continental shelf; water depth at the site is approximately 4570 m. The site is west of the Hatteras Abyssal Plain, near the Outer Ridge of the Blake Plateau.

A sound velocity profile, shown in Fig. 2.2, indicates that the bottom is slightly below critical depth for a shallow source. Direct path propagation to a near-bottom sensor occurs to ranges of about 18 nmi. This portion of the basin is considered to have a thickly sedimented, low loss bottom. Bottom loss measurements taken from NADC data\(^9\) at octave spacings between 50 and 1600 Hz are shown in Fig. 2.3. These measurements, fairly typical of a thickly sedimented Atlantic basin, indicate that for bottom grazing angles less than 20°, there is very low loss at 50 Hz. Above 20°, the loss increases substantially to 10-20 dB per bounce for grazing angles above 35°.

ASTRAL transmission loss contours for the site are shown in Fig. 2.4. These calculations are for a shallow source at 50 Hz. The 80 dB contour is slightly within the direct path range at about 12 nmi. The 90 dB contour lies at about 25 nmi, with the 100 dB contour falling at approximately 75 nmi. Each of these first three contours is roughly circular; however, the 110 dB contour is affected by the continental shelf and the Blake Plateau to the west of the site. Looking to the west, 110 dB loss occurs at about 150 nmi, while to the east it occurs at 200 nmi.

The HITS shipping database for the region is contoured in Fig. 2.5. Contoured densities are at 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 ships/deg\(^2\). The contours show a major coastal shipping lane with densities of 2 to 4+ ships/deg\(^2\), and a trans-Atlantic lane carrying traffic from the Gulf of Mexico to Europe, with densities of 0.5 to 2+ ships/deg\(^2\). However, most of the area with shipping density greater than 2 ships/deg\(^2\) lies outside of the 110 dB transmission loss contour. Within 100 nmi of the site, the shipping density is between 1 and 2 ships/deg\(^2\).

Figure 2.6 shows the mean number of ships expected to lie within a given radius of the site for shipping densities of 1 and 2 ships/deg\(^2\). The figure indicates that
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10-20 ships are expected to be within a range of 100 nmi of the site at any given time. Of course, the actual number of ships present at any given time is a random variable.

Omnidirectional noise statistics for the bottom element of the array from this experiment are summarized in Table 2.1. The low frequency levels are consistent with moderate shipping densities, while the levels at 300 Hz are consistent with the 10-15 kt median wind speeds observed during the exercise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>90th (dB)</th>
<th>50th (dB)</th>
<th>10th (dB)</th>
<th>σ (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>80.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>88.2</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 DATA ANALYSIS

2.2.1 Spectral Analysis and Beamforming

In addition to various other sensors deployed within a few miles of the site, the array shown in Fig. 2.7 was deployed and recorded with a VEDABS system. The array was configured as a 25-element array with uniform 10 m spacing, giving a design frequency of 75 Hz. In addition to these 25 hydrophones, a hydrophone was positioned 6.1 m from the bottom of the array. Four different subsets of the array elements were used for measurements: (1) the subset consisting of hydrophones 3-26, a 24-element array, was used for vertical noise directionality, (2) and (3) the subset consisting of hydrophones 11-26, a 16-element array, and the subset consisting of hydrophones 7-18, an 8-element array, were used for vertical array beam noise and noise gain measurements, and (4) a subset consisting of hydrophones 4 and 5 was used for dipole beam noise measurements. Noise field directionality and beam noise measurements were made at 63 Hz and 55 Hz. Differences observed between these two frequencies were minor; only
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FIGURE 2.7
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the 55 Hz data based on the 24-element array are presented here. Measurements of vertical
dipole beam noise at 55 Hz will also be presented.

The data were processed by forming an estimate of the noise cross-spectral-matrix
based on the average of non-overlapped FFTs. Such an estimate was formed every
10 min from approximately 1 min of digitized data. The data were digitized at 150 Hz, and
35 256-point FFTs were used in each cross-spectral-matrix estimate. The basic frequency
resolution of the cross-spectra was 0.59 Hz, but because the Hanning window was used,
the effective spectral resolution of the data was 0.88 Hz.

2.2.2 Directionality Estimation

A primary motivation for the experiment was to obtain an estimate of the
directionality properties of the noise field, based on data from the vertical line array
described in the preceding section. An estimate of the vertical directionality of the noise
field can be obtained by steering beams from endfire to endfire and measuring the angular
dependence of the beam noise. However, as Stone points out, such an estimate can be
corrupted by various factors. For example, if the beam noise is not dominated by energy
arriving within the main lobe, but rather is influenced by sidelobe contributions, the
resulting estimate will be misleading. Also, if the basic directionality of the field has
features which are small compared to the beamwidth of the array, these features will be
smoothed out in the estimated directionality.

Various techniques have been suggested for dealing with these problems. These
include solving a set of linear equations involving beam noise measurements at selected
steering angles,\textsuperscript{10} or assuming that the noise field as represented by the cross-spectral-
matrix is an analytic function and can be decomposed into plane waves.\textsuperscript{11} In this report,
we have chosen to simply present the beam noise measurements, making note of the
limitations on the resulting directionality estimate which result from the array parameters.
We have been more concerned with measurement of relatively gross features of the
directionality than fine structure; hence, we have shaded the array to reduce sidelobes,
accepting the resulting penalty in increased beamwidth.

Dolph-Chebyshev shading was used to reduce the sidelobe levels. Although
shading coefficients can be derived for any desired sidelobe level, the effects of amplitude
and phase errors in the calibration of the hydrophones and recording system will conspire
to limit the amount of reduction in sidelobe level which can be achieved with conventional
beamforming. In the following section, we will describe procedures used to determine the extent to which sidelobe suppression was successful in reducing leakage problems.

The other factor limiting directionality measurement is the beamwidth. For the 24-element Dolph-Chebyshev shaded array used, the broadside beamwidth is approximately 7°, broadening significantly toward endfire. Beam patterns for this array at four steering angles are shown in Fig. 2.8. Since our greatest interest in the structure of the noise field lies at lower grazing angles where shipping dominates, the coarse resolution of our estimate near endfire is not a significant factor.
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3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

3.1 VERTICAL DIRECTIONALITY OF THE NOISE FIELD

As indicated above, one of the primary difficulties involved in analysis of this data set involves the strong anisotropy between the near-horizontal angles dominated by distant shipping and the vertical angles dominated by local wind and waves. In this section, we first describe the results of an analysis of sidelobe contamination effects; these results are needed to properly interpret the beam noise measurements presented later.

3.1.1 Sidelobe Contamination Effects

A method for identifying sidelobe leakage problems was suggested by Hanna.\(^1\) In the absence of nearby ships, the endfire beam pointed toward the sea surface should ideally be dominated by surface generated noise due to wind and wave action. However, when the low angle component due to distant shipping is at a sufficiently high level relative to the surface generated noise, it may dominate the endfire beam noise through sidelobe leakage. Sidelobe contributions to the endfire beam noise can be estimated by reducing the low angle noise level by an amount corresponding to the average sidelobe level. Provided that we know what the average sidelobe level is, we can test for sidelobe contamination by comparing the endfire beam noise with the distant shipping noise (or, equivalently, the omnidirectional noise) reduced by the average sidelobe level.

To estimate the sidelobe suppression achievable with this array, endfire beam levels were measured with shading for various sidelobe levels. The results showed that endfire beam levels were reduced as additional sidelobe suppression was added until the sidelobes were at approximately -25 dB. At that point, further reduction in sidelobe level had little effect on the endfire beam noise level. This suggests that either the array does not support sidelobe suppression below -25 dB, or that the endfire beam noise is not sidelobe contaminated when sidelobes are below -25 dB.

In Fig. 3.1, we show timeseries of the omnidirectional level reduced by 25 dB, compared with the endfire beam level at 55 Hz for the entire data set. The reduced omnidirectional level lies consistently within 2 dB of the endfire beam level and appears to be strongly correlated, indicating that the endfire beam noise is undoubtedly dominated by sidelobe contributions from the low angle energy. This is not surprising since we would expect wind generated noise levels of 60-65 dB for the wind conditions existing during the
FIGURE 3.1
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exercise. The directivity index of the endfire beam for this array is approximately 12.5 dB at this frequency, indicating that we should expect beam noise levels of approximately 50 dB due to local winds. In order to measure these low levels, sidelobe suppression of nominally 40 dB would be required. Since such sidelobe suppression is apparently not achievable with this array, we should regard the beam noise measurements for the higher angle beams as an upper bound.

3.1.2 Beam Noise Measurements

Beam noise measurements were made for steering angles from endfire to endfire in 1° increments. To obtain a broad perspective of the directionality properties and variability of the noise field, the results are presented in Fig. 3.2 in a color coded format in units of dB/\(\mu \text{Pa}^2/\text{Hz}\). (Note that these measurements represent beam noise, and are not normalized to account for beamwidth.) The angle axis is oriented so that positive angles are toward the surface and negative angles toward the bottom. The time axis is in a Julian day/hour/minute format, and spans a period of approximately six days.

The most obvious feature in Fig. 3.2 is the broad swath of energy at arrival angles between ±30°. This is the component generally attributed to distant shipping. The quiet levels at steeper angles are occasionally interrupted by the passage of nearby ships. Multipath structure associated with these individual ships can sometimes be seen, as is the case with the events at 98/18 and 99/12. Note that these events exhibit aspect dependence of surface ship source levels in that additional multipaths are visible for a longer period when the ship is going away from the array.

Figure 3.3 displays the same data in a percentile format, where percentile levels are obtained for each 2° angular bin. From this display, one can see that median beam noise levels of 78 dB occur near 0°, whereas the median beam level at 45° is roughly 60 dB. The difference is a measure of the anisotropy in the noise field, although we must bear in mind that the levels measured at the steeper angles are contaminated with leakage from the low angle noise. Hence the actual anisotropy is greater than indicated in Fig. 3.3.

The data in Fig. 3.3 also reveal the angular regions where the greatest variability occurs due to local and intermediate range shipping. In the sector between ±5°, the 10th and 90th percentiles are separated by only 4 dB. However, between 10° and 30°, the spread between these two percentiles steadily increases to a value of 16 dB at 30°. The spread then decreases above 30° to a value of 8 dB at 50°; however, note that much of the
variability above 50° is due to leakage of low angle energy through the sidelobes of the beam pattern. Hence, the variability at steep angles is probably much less than indicated, as would be expected from the benign weather conditions during the measurements.

The percentile displays suggest that the vertical directionality of the noise field can be described in terms of three angular sectors. The low angles within 10° of horizontal are fairly stable and tend to be dominated by distant shipping noise propagating in low loss paths which graze the bottom at very low angles. Between 10° and 40° on either side of horizontal, we see a much less stable process apparently driven by the effects of local and intermediate range shipping. At steeper angles above 40°, we expect to see a relatively stable process which is dominated by weather effects. This interpretation is consistent with the generally accepted version which has appeared in the literature for many years, with the significant difference that the shipping noise at angles below 40° can be separated into two distinct components: the first due to truly long range shipping at very low angles (≤10°), and the second, a more dynamic component due to a smaller number of ships at intermediate ranges. The following section on beam noise timeseries will further illustrate these distinct components.

3.2 BEAM NOISE TIMESERIES AT SELECTED ANGLES

In this section we present timeseries displays of beam noise from the 24-element array. Figures 3.4(a)-(g) show beam noise for steering angles of 0° (broadside), 10°, 20°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and 90° (endfire toward surface). Each plot also contains the average omnidirectional timeseries for reference. The omnidirectional sensor and the beams steered off broadside reveal several events of relatively short duration during which the levels rise rapidly for a period of a few hours. As pointed out above, these are caused by nearby passages of ships, several of which were tracked by the radar aboard USNS ZEUS (T-ARC 7), which maintained station approximately 12 nmi from the VEDABS site throughout the recording period. All but one of the CPA events prior to day 97 were due to USNS NEPTUNE (T-ARC 2), towing a projector. The single event not due to USNS NEPTUNE occurred in the early hours of day 96, and is of somewhat longer duration than the USNS NEPTUNE events. On day 98, USNS NEPTUNE left the area.

In the following discussion, the beam noise timeseries are divided into three groups which share similar characteristics. Each group is discussed separately.
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3.2.1 High Angle Beams

The timeseries for the 90°, 60°, and 45° beams (Figs. 3.4(a)-(c)) are all quite similar in character. They show a background level near 58 dB which remains quite stable throughout the six day recording interval. This background level is interrupted by one long duration event (days 98-99) during which the noise level rises by approximately 4 dB and several events involving nearby shipping are observed. As noted above, due to sidelobe contamination the general character of the fluctuations in the beam noise for these three beams is very similar to that of the omnidirectional sensor. As a result, there is little to be learned from the background level on these beams. However, inspection of the local ship passage events reveals some effects of nearby ships on high angle noise. These will be discussed further in the following section.

During the elevated noise period (days 98 and 99), USNS ZEUS's radar detected nine ships moving through the area, several of which approached RAP range. The conjunction of these ships is probably the source of elevated noise levels during these two days. The similarity between the beam noise characteristics and the omnidirectional sensor during this time period suggests that the fluctuation in the high angle beam noise is due to sidelobe leakage rather than any measurable change in the high angle noise field.

3.2.2 Low Angle Beams

The beam steered at 30° above horizontal (Fig. 3.4(d)) exhibits the most severe fluctuations of all beams displayed in Fig. 3.4. During the events which cause increases in level, the 30° beam reaches levels nominally 10 dB greater than those of the higher angle beams. However, there are also time periods during which the 30° beam noise approaches the background level of the higher angle beams. These characteristics suggest that this beam is in a transition range. This beam is apparently capable of suppressing the distant traffic noise, as evidenced by the low levels achieved during quiet periods. However, this beam is more susceptible to shipping in the general area (within 100 nmi) than the higher angle beams.

The beam noise timeseries for steering angles of 10° and 20° are displayed in Fig. 3.4(e)-(f). These two beams are dominated by a combination of distant traffic and regional shipping. The 20° beam shows some similarity to the 30° beam in that it is capable of achieving some suppression of the distant shipping component.
3.2.3 Broadside Beam

The broadside beam (Fig. 3.4(g)) is the most stable beam, and the one least impacted by local ship passages, as expected. The median level for this beam is 77.5 dB, with a standard deviation of only 1.7 dB. The stability and level of the noise in this angular sector suggest that it is due to shipping traffic at long ranges, propagating along raypaths which graze the bottom at angles near horizontal. The low transmission loss associated with this angular sector allows contributions from long ranges, although Lloyd's mirror interference reduces the ability of shallow sources to couple into these paths.

Note that the individual ship CPA events which are quite obvious on the other beams appear to be somewhat suppressed on this beam. A Snell's law calculation shows that eigenrays which arrive at the bottom at a grazing angle of 0° are launched from the source at an angle of 6°. At 55 Hz, Lloyd's mirror effect (with the surface reflection coefficient equal to -1) will result in a loss of 11 dB for a source at 6 m depth. This at least partially accounts for the apparent suppression of local ship CPA events on the broadside beam.

3.2.4 Vertical Dipole

Figure 3.5 shows the beam noise timeseries for a dipole formed by taking the difference between the two elements of the array separated by 10 m. The dipole is normalized for unity on-axis response at 75 Hz, corresponding to half wavelength spacing. Although the noise gain associated with such an array is -3 dB in isotropic noise, the combination of the null in the beam pattern for horizontal angles and the low angle dominance of the noise field results in a median gain over the measurement period of -9.3 dB. At 55 Hz, with the dipole normalized as described, the signal gain for a plane wave arriving on axis is -0.8 dB. Hence, the median array gain for an ideal plane wave arriving from directly over the array would be 8.5 dB.

3.3 SUMMARY OF BEAM NOISE OBSERVATIONS

The beam noise observed during the VEDABS recording interval shows three distinct characteristics. Most prominent are the local ship passages which impact the noise in a fairly predictable manner during the period that the ship is within 20-40 nmi of the array. In addition to these events, there is a period of nominally two days during which several ships passed through the region within 100 nmi of the array and perturbed the
noise field. Finally, there are intervals such as day 97 during which a single ship passage is apparent; otherwise, the noise on this day appears to be dominated by long range shipping. The effect of these different conditions on the beam noise levels will be discussed in the sections below, followed by a summary and some general conclusions.

3.3.1 Discrete Ships

Those events due to nearby ship passages are easily identified in both the timeseries and the vertical directionality figures. The duration of individual ship events, combined with range estimates based on USNS ZEUS's radar, can provide some general insight concerning the range at which an individual ship is capable of impacting beam or omnidirectional noise. However, some caution is warranted since the sampling used in data reduction can cause the effect of the individual ships on beam noise to be somewhat obscured. On the surface the endfire beam has a footprint with a diameter of approximately 2 nmi at the -10 dB point. Beams between 30° and 60° have annular coverage on the surface with a width of nominally 1 nmi at the -10 dB points. Hence a ship moving at 10 kt will cross the endfire beam in less than 12 min, and may cross the annuli for beams between 30° and 60° in less time. Since the data are sampled at 1 min out of every 10 min, there is a significant probability that the time when the ship is on beam center will not be processed. This explains the fact that the observed peak levels for the individual ships do not necessarily agree with the omnidirectional level, as would be the case for ideal signal gain with the ship on beam center.

Each of the distinct shipping events results in an increase in beam noise level of 20-30 dB on the high angle beams, and has a nominal duration of 2 h. The effect is less pronounced as the beam steering angle approaches horizontal. The event at approximately 97/12 is a good example, since it occurs during a period when very few ships were in the area and noise levels were minimal, and it appears typical of several such events in the data. The radar log aboard USNS ZEUS indicates that this particular ship came within direct path range for the VEDABS array, and was traveling at approximately 9 kt. Noise timeseries for an omnidirectional element and several selected beams are displayed on an expanded time scale in Fig. 3.6.

For the beams steered at angles above 45°, the background noise level is perturbed for a period of only 1 to 2 h on either side of CPA, suggesting that high angle beam noise levels are relatively insensitive to an individual ship at ranges greater than 20-30 nmi. The beam steered at 30° shows the greatest sensitivity of all the beams displayed. Beam noise at
30° is influenced for a period of 3-4 h, indicating that a single ship within 50 nmi of the array may influence beam noise at this angle. At the lower angles, the apparent duration of the event is diminished by the higher background level on these beams. The broadside beam shows little effect due to this ship because of a combination of high background level and Lloyd's mirror interference.

### 3.3.2 Intermediate Range Shipping

The data suggest that a single ship at ranges greater than 50 nmi is unable to dominate the noise field. However, a number of ships in the intermediate range interval of 50-100 nmi may have a significant impact on the beam noise for beams steered between 10° and 30°. In order to examine these conditions more carefully, Table 3.1 is presented summarizing beam and omnidirectional noise levels for four periods of a few hours duration surrounding 98/0, 98/12, 99/0, and 100/3. Levels marked with an asterisk in the table are contaminated with low angle contributions through the sidelobes and should be considered upper bounds on achievable beam noise.

The first and last time periods in Table 3.1 are representative of the noise directionality during relatively quiet periods. The middle two time periods are representative of conditions with several ships within nominally 100 nmi of the array. In order to assess the contributions of the intermediate range ships, we will compare the directionality of the two quiet periods with the other two.

**TABLE 3.1**

**BEAM AND OMNIDIRECTIONAL NOISE LEVELS DURING FOUR TIME PERIODS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Omni-directional (deg)</th>
<th>98/0</th>
<th>98/12</th>
<th>99/0</th>
<th>100/3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>61*</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>59*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>58*</td>
<td>62*</td>
<td>61*</td>
<td>57*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>58*</td>
<td>63*</td>
<td>63*</td>
<td>57*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>58*</td>
<td>63*</td>
<td>62*</td>
<td>57*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Contaminated with low angle contributions through the sidelobe.
From Table 3.1, the intermediate range shipping results in a 6 dB increase in omnidirectional level. The 0° and 10° beam levels are increased by 3-5 dB, while the 20° beam shows an increase of 10-11 dB. The impact on the 30° beam is more difficult to ascertain, since this beam is sidelobe limited for the quieter time periods. However, the increase is at least 13-16 dB, and is clearly larger than on the lower angle beams. The beams steered at 45° and above are sidelobe limited for all four periods and show increases similar to those of the omnidirectional sensor. These measurements suggest that the intermediate range shipping has a substantial influence on beams in the 10-30° angular sector.

3.3.3 Summary of Shipping Observations

The measurements described above lead to several conclusions concerning environmental mechanisms which govern the vertical structure of the ambient noise field at low frequencies near the bottom. These are listed below.

(1) The maximum range at which an individual ship is able to significantly impact the noise field at angles above 45° is less than 30 nmi. Sound propagating at these steep angles experiences frequent high loss bottom interaction. At 30°, where ray cycle distances are longer and the bottom loss is slightly lower, the range at which a single ship is able to impact beam noise approaches 50 nmi.

(2) The noise field at angles between 10° and 30° is apparently quite sensitive to shipping traffic which is within nominally 100 nmi of the array.

(3) The noise field at angles below 10° is determined primarily by distant shipping traffic, and appears to be highly stationary. However, significant increases in intermediate range shipping can raise the noise at low angles by a few decibels.

An interesting footnote to the conclusions summarized above is that the TAGEX 87 environment is an area with low bottom loss. In thin sediment areas with higher bottom loss at low grazing angles, we would expect to see an even greater range limiting effect. Testing this hypothesis was the objective of the OUTPOST SUNRISE experiment conducted by the ONR ASW Environmental Acoustic Support Program. Results are documented in Mitchell and Levinson.13
4. MODEL CALCULATIONS

In this section, we will discuss two approaches to modeling the spatial structure of the ambient noise field. One is a standard model known as ANDES (ambient noise directionality estimation system) developed under support of the ONR ASW Environmental Acoustic Support Program, and used in Fleet performance prediction as well as in research environments. The other is a research model assembled at ARL:UT to investigate specific aspects of the TAGEX 87 data set. Finally, we will show some calculations to describe the angular dependence of noise from a single ship as a function of range.

4.1 ANDES CALCULATIONS

Several models are available which support calculation of the vertical directionality of the ambient noise field. One which has been exercised frequently is the ANDES\textsuperscript{14} model. ANDES calculates directionality by using the ASTRAL transmission loss model to propagate energy from shipping and wind noise sources. The distribution of shipping noise sources is derived from the HITS database.

Figure 4.1 shows a comparison of ANDES predicted beam noise levels with the measured beam noise reproduced from Fig. 3.3. The ANDES calculation of the vertical directionality of the noise field was produced for summer conditions, with local wind speed at 15 kt. Beam noise levels were estimated by convolving the directionality estimate from ANDES with the beam pattern of the array. Comparison of the ANDES calculation with the measurements is best done on the basis of the angular sectors discussed in the preceding sections, since this will allow us to discuss the differences in terms of the dominant mechanisms contributing to the noise field in that sector. Because ANDES uses the HITS shipping database, which represents average shipping concentrations, it is probably most appropriate to compare the ANDES calculation with the median of the measurements.

In the sector between ±10°, the ANDES estimate falls generally within 2 dB of the median beam noise. Since this sector appears to be dominated by the effects of long range shipping arriving via eigenrays which experience very little bottom interaction, good agreement suggests that the ship source levels and shipping density database used in the model are sound.
At angles between 10° and 40° off horizontal, the discrepancy between ANDES calculations and the measured median remains less than 3 dB for the positive angles, and up to 4 dB for the negative angles. This sector would appear to offer the most difficult estimation problem since it is governed by a complicated interplay between intermediate range shipping and the dependence of bottom loss on grazing angle. Hence, the generally good agreement between the model and the data in this sector is quite encouraging.

The steeper angles in the measurements are dominated by sidelobe leakage, which is also represented in the model calculations, since the ANDES produced directionality is convolved with the beam pattern. However, in this case, the accuracy of the model prediction depends on the accuracy with which the average sidelobe level is known. The disagreement between the model and the data is excellent for the positive angles, and within 2 dB for the negative angles.

Generally speaking, the level of agreement between ANDES directionality estimates and the measured median is impressive, and also suggests that the shipping densities and bottom loss characteristics of the region are well described in the databases.

4.2 RAY TRACE CALCULATIONS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS OF LOCAL SHIPPING

The ANDES calculations described above yield a good representation of the static, or median, characteristics of the noise field. In order to examine the effect of shipping moving through the area, and to estimate the extent to which the observed characteristics of the noise field could be explained in terms of intermediate range shipping, a simple dynamic model was developed which could accept as input the tracks of local ships. As mentioned above, USNS ZEUS maintained station at approximately 12 nmi from the VEDABS site throughout the recording interval. During this period, logs were maintained of shipping which passed within radar range of approximately 25 nmi. These ships were used as the basis for a ray trace calculation of the vertical directionality of the noise field.

The calculations were based on an assumption that the ships tracked by USNS ZEUS's radar maintained their course and speed after leaving the radar coverage area. Since the site was far removed from any obstacles which might dictate course changes, this assumption appears sound. Source levels assigned to the ships were similar to those used in ANDES calculations. The source levels were between 165 and
175 dB/μPa²/Hz, assigned on the basis of the ship's size, when available. If no indication of size was available, a level between 165 and 175 dB was assigned at random. Source levels were increased by 3 dB on the outbound leg to account for the apparent aspect dependence observed in the data. At 10 min intervals along each ship's track, a set of eigenrays was found. Transmission loss was calculated for each ray and the contributions of each ship were added to the received noise field, properly weighted by the transmission loss, and distributed in vertical angle according to the eigenray arrival angle. The resulting directionality was convolved with the beam pattern to produce an estimate of beam noise level versus time.

The resulting picture of noise field directionality is shown in Fig. 4.2. The figure shows fluctuations similar in character to those found in the data. However, more importantly, the model calculations indicate that much of the energy between 10° and 30° can be accounted for on the basis of a modest number of ships distributed within 100 nmi of the array. The model fails to accurately represent the very low angle component of the field illustrated by the 0° beam data from Fig. 3.4(c). As pointed out above, this component of the field is attributable to distant shipping sources which are not included in the model.

The individual events related to ship passages in the model calculation generally have a longer rate of decay than the data. However, the model is generally in agreement with the data in predicting a relatively limited range of influence for a surface ship on the noise field at angles above 30°.

4.3 BEAM TRANSMISSION LOSS CALCULATIONS

Both the model calculations and the beam noise measurements indicate that surface ships passing in the vicinity of the array influence beam noise levels only over a relatively short range interval of up to 30 nmi for the beams steered above 20°. For example, the ship which passes near the array at 98/18 generates multipath structure visible in the beam noise. However, only one arrival order is seen on the approach leg, while only two are clearly visible on the departing leg. In order to gain a better understanding of this range limiting effect, a ray trace calculation of transmission loss in angular windows was performed to determine the loss associated with energy arriving from the ship in various beams. The results of this calculation are shown in Figs. 4.3(a)-(c).
FIGURE 4.3
RAY TRACE CALCULATIONS OF TRANSMISSION LOSS AT 50 Hz
(BOTTOMED RECEIVER, 5 m SOURCE DEPTH)
(b) VERTICAL ANGLE SECTORS 15°-20° AND 20°-25°

FIGURE 4.3 (cont'd)
RAY TRACE CALCULATIONS OF TRANSMISSION LOSS AT 50 Hz
(BOTTOMED RECEIVER, 5 m SOURCE DEPTH)
FIGURE 4.3 (cont'd)
RAY TRACE CALCULATIONS OF TRANSMISSION LOSS AT 50 Hz
BOTTOMED RECEIVER, 5 m SOURCE DEPTH

(c) VERTICAL ANGLE SECTORS 25°-30° AND 30°-90°
The calculations in Fig. 4.3 are for a 5 m source depth and a bottomed receiver. The archival summer sound speed profile for the TAGEX 87 site was used to obtain estimates of transmission loss versus range for rays arriving at the receiver within vertical angular windows. For these calculations, the energy associated with all the eigenrays arriving within the specified sector was summed incoherently to determine transmission loss.

Figure 4.3(a) shows that transmission loss in the 10-15° sector is nominally 100 dB at 100 nmi, and approaching 110 dB at 200 nmi. Examination of Fig. 4.3(b) shows that in the 15-20° sector, the figures are 105 dB and 120 dB, respectively. At 50 nmi, transmission loss for the 20-25° sector is approaching 100 dB, and increasing rapidly. These figures confirm the range limiting effect for individual ships observed in the data. Another effect observed in the data is that the noise field in the sector between 10° and 30° is dominated by shipping within nominally 100 nmi of the array. These transmission loss calculations do not account for the increased surface area with range, and the resulting increase in the number of ships. However, they do provide some indication of the dramatic range dependence of transmission loss for beams steered at angles above horizontal.

4.4 RANGE DEPENDENCE OF BEAM NOISE CONTRIBUTIONS

In order to more fully understand the range intervals which dominate the beam noise at various vertical angles, the ANDES model was used. In this case, the beam noise calculation was modified so that contributions from shipping sources within an exclusion radius of the site could be eliminated. Hence, the calculation is of the form

\[ bn(\theta_o, r_e) = \int_{r_e}^{\infty} \int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} b(\theta, \theta_o) n(\theta, r) d\theta dr \] (4.1)

where \( n(\theta, r) \) is the noise contribution at vertical angle \( \theta \) from sources at range \( r \), \( b(\theta, \theta_o) \) is the beam pattern, and \( r_e \) is the exclusion radius. The result of the calculation for various vertical angles is shown in Fig. 4.4.
FIGURE 4.4
ANDES CALCULATION OF BEAM NOISE LEVEL versus RADIUS OF EXCLUSION
The figure illustrates the range intervals which dominate the noise at different vertical angles. The steeper angles are more dominated by short range sources, and hence the rate at which the beam noise decreases with increasing $r_e$ is quite rapid. The shallower grazing angles are more dominated by long range sources, and hence beam noise for these beams shows a very slow rate of decrease as the exclusion range is increased.

Examination of the beam steered at $30^\circ$ shows that when the exclusion range is 50 nmi, beam noise has been reduced from 75 dB to 63 dB. Exclusion of shipping sources within 100 nmi further reduces the beam noise level to 56 dB. Clearly, the model calculations support the conclusion that this beam is dominated by shipping within 100 nmi of the site. Similar statements apply to the beam steered at $25^\circ$, with the noise only slightly less dominated by shipping within 100 nmi. On the other hand, the beam steered at $15^\circ$ is reduced to a level of 60 dB only for exclusion ranges in excess of 375 nmi.
5. SUMMARY

The most important conclusion to be drawn from this work is a modified understanding of the mechanisms which determine the vertical spatial structure of the ambient noise field near the ocean bottom. The contribution of distant traffic noise has been shown to be confined to very low angles (-10° ≤ θ ≤ 10°) in this data set. Between the angles of 10° and 30°, the noise is heavily influenced by shipping at ranges of up to 50-100 nmi. The portion of the angular spectrum steeper than 30° is dominated by sea state noise except during periods when a ship is within 30-50 nmi of the array.

This assessment of vertical spatial structure is based on data from a deep basin site with low bottom loss typical of such sites in the Atlantic. The shipping density of 1-2 ships/deg² predicts that, on average, roughly five ships are expected within 50 nmi of the site. This is reasonably consistent with USNS ZEUS's observations. An area with greater shipping density would experience fewer intervals when distant shipping noise was visible on beams steered below 30°. However, areas with greater bottom loss, such as thinly sedimented Pacific basins, will experience greater limitation of noise arriving via bottom bounce paths from intermediate range shipping.

Model calculations of noise field directionality, beam noise, and range dependence of sources contributing to beam noise levels have been shown to be consistent with the data, and with the observations described above. However, at present, no database is available that contains shipping locations sufficiently complete to support a more detailed analysis of the impact of shipping distribution on vertical directionality.

The data and the model calculations suggest that the noise field in the vertical sector between 10° and 30° may be characterized by strong azimuthal anisotropy due to a relatively limited number of contributing noise sources. At present, a suitable data set to explore this conjecture is non-existent.
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